Recent studies show that the microbial communities inhabiting the human intestine can have profound impact on our well-being and health. However, we have limited understanding of the mechanisms that control this complex ecosystem. Based on a deep phylogenetic analysis of the intestinal microbiota in a thousand western adults we identified groups of bacteria that tend to be either nearly absent, or abundant in most individuals. The abundances of these bimodally distributed bacteria vary independently, and their contrasting alternative states are associated with host factors such as ageing and overweight. We propose that such bimodal groups represent independent tipping elements of the intestinal microbiota. These reflect the overall state of the intestinal ecosystem whose critical transitions can have profound health implications and diagnostic potential.
2
Recent studies show that the diverse microbial communities inhabiting the human intestine can have profound impact on our well-being and health [1] [2] [3] [4] . Although compositional and functional properties of the intestinal microbiota have been studied extensively, we have limited understanding of the mechanisms that control this complex ecosystem [5] [6] . A fundamental question is whether the overwhelming variability of the microbiota composition occurs along phylogenetic gradients, or through abrupt switches between alternative stable states 7 . In ecology, the concept of alternative stable states separated by tipping points has become a cornerstone of the theoretical framework with major practical implications 8 . Our study now demonstrates that the intestinal ecosystem has the same properties. While previous studies have focused on analyzing ecosystem-wide configurations in human intestinal microbiota 7, [9] [10] , our analysis of intestinal microbiota in a thousand western adults shows that there are distinct groups of bacteria that tend to be either very abundant or very rare. This bimodality indicates that these groups have alternative stable states. We show that host factors such as age can affect the resilience of the alternative states and move the system towards a tipping point. We propose that the bimodal groups we identified represent 'tipping elements' 11 linked to our physiology, and that resetting these 'bacterial dip switches' may be a radically new way to approach the rapidly growing number of health issues related to the intestinal microbiota. This will likely change the way we look at management of the intestinal ecosystem.
Results
To systematically investigate this hypothesis, we scanned 130 genus-like phylogenetic groups that cover the majority of the known bacterial diversity of the human intestine 12 (Supplementary Table 1 ) to assess evidence for alternative states in these bacteria. We used the potential analysis methodology that was recently introduced to study analogous state shifts in climatology and forest ecosystems [13] [14] , as it provides a robust approach for the identification of alternative states in noisy dynamical systems, such as the remarkably variable intestinal ecosystem. Our analysis is based on >2000 standardized phylogenetic microarray hybridizations that represent the fecal microbiota of thousand adults (n=1006; 18-77 years) from 15 western countries (Europe and US) devoid of reported health complications 15 . Our analysis complements and extends the earlier studies by providing increased phylogenetic depth 15 and sample size. 11 . The bimodality of these groups was robust against the choice of the DNA extraction method and bootstrap sampling of the data, and was supported by different methodologies 14 . The other 124 genus-like groups that we investigated were either rare or exhibited symmetric or skewed abundance distributions (Supplementary Fig. 1 ;
Supplementary Table 1) . Although the bimodally distributed bacteria tend to be either rare or abundant in most subjects, intermediate states were also frequently observed (Fig. 1) . These may correspond to subjects in a transitional phase between the states for instance due to changes in diet or physiological state ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ).
Remarkably, most bimodal groups exhibited only weak preference for mutual co-occurrence or exclusion (Pearson |r| < 0.12; Fig. 2 ). Exceptions included a positive correlation between UCI and UCII (r=0.50), and between P.melaninogenica and P.oralis (r=0.97). We combined the highly correlated Prevotellas into a single group. The low-and high-abundance states of the resulting five bimodal groups yield altogether 32 (2 5 ) possible combinations with varying population frequencies. The bimodal groups co-varied with other bacteria ( Supplementary Fig.   3 ), suggesting that state shifts in the bimodal groups indicate wider changes in the overall ecosystem composition. While Prevotella and Bacteroides have been earlier identified as drivers of mutually exclusive community-level enterotypes 9 , our observations pinpoint specific bimodal bacteria within these groups and highlight further, previously unreported bimodal groups. The independent variation and frequent co-occurrence of these groups indicates that their alternative states are complementary rather than mutually exclusive.
The emerging picture is that rather than overarching alternative states corresponding to distinct community types, the natural variation of the human intestinal microbiota can be associated with specific bacterial groups representing 'tipping elements' that are only loosely coupled, analogously to the climate system that is now also believed to have distinct tipping elements 11 .
An important corollary is that the resilience (the capacity to recover from perturbations) of the Supplementary Fig. 4 ) when we incorporated the recently reported metagenomic sequencing data for 255 subjects 17 . In our analysis of these meta-genomes, the high-abundance B.fragilis group and Dialister spp. were found to be associated with a low gene count, in line with their observed association with pronounced metabolic dysfunction 17 . On the contrary, we observed associations between Prevotella, UCI and UCII and the high gene count, which has been linked to a potentially healthy metabolic phenotype 17 . These results demonstrate that differences in health status are often reflected in changing state probabilities of specific taxonomic groups. 6 ) and consistent with the idea that changes in species abundance distributions can be used to infer changes in the stability and resilience of alternative states 18 . The high-abundance Prevotella was a notable exception, however, as one of the least frequent yet one of the most stable states. Further intervention studies with experimentally induced state shifts will be needed to address the causal relations and long-term stability, and to investigate whether these states translate into differential disease susceptibility or drug response of the host.
Discussion
Bimodality in bacterial abundances can be induced by many factors, such as disruptive selection 19 , competition and cooperative feedback loops 20 , or environmentally or genetically determined host factors. Our results demonstrate that despite the dominating nature of gradual variation in bacterial abundances in the intestinal ecosystem, specific bacterial groups form a limited number of contrasting, stable configurations that associate to host physiology and health.
The bimodal taxa, together with other microbial co-occurrence relationships [21] [22] [23] , will be instrumental in providing insight on the variation, regulation and health implications of the intestinal microbiota. The implicated taxa may allow stratification of the subjects based on alternative states that in parallel to gene richness 17 represent promising novel targets for microbiome-based diagnostics and therapies 24 . Targeting specific subpopulations, opposed to the daunting complexity and variability of the entire ecosystem, can simplify the characterization and possible manipulation of the intestinal microbiota. were typically taken at home, frozen at -20ºC, delivered to the study center within 24 hours and stored at -80ºC. The DNA was extracted and prepared by amplification of the full-length 16S rRNA gene, followed by transcription and labeling of the resultant RNA with Cy3 and Cy5 prior to fragmentation and hybridization on the array 12 . The signal intensity data from the microarray 7 hybridizations was collected using the G2505C scanner by Agilent and preprocessed using an inhouse MySQL database and custom R scripts. Each scanner channel from the array was spatially normalized using polynomial regression, followed by outlier detection and filtering in each set of probes with a χ 2 test. The intensities were sample-wise quantile normalized and averaged to a single value for each probe-sample pair. Each sample was hybridized on at least two replicates to ensure reproducibility. Between sample normalization was performed at probe level with the minimum-maximum normalization using 0.5% quantiles estimated from the data. Each targeted genus-like group is probed by multiple (median 19) oligos. Logarithmized (log 10 ) signal of the probes targeting the same phylotype were summarized with fRPA 27 (RPA R package). These logtransformed signals were used as a proxy for bacterial abundance.
Methods

Sample collection
Bacterial abundance types
We categorized the 130 genus-like groups into characteristic 'abundance types' to gain an overview of their overall population-level variability (Supplementary Fig. 1 ; Supplementary Table 1) . 60 groups were abundant and prevalent, exceeding HITChip log 10 signal of 3.0 in >20% of the subjects; the remaining 70 groups were considered rare. The observed abundance types included symmetric, skewed and bimodal distributions. The 34 prevalent groups with symmetric log-abundance (absolute skewness <0.5; e1071 R package; skewness method) exhibited relatively constant abundances across subjects, fluctuating symmetrically around a mean value. The skewed types included both rare and prevalent bacteria; these exhibited left-and right-skewed types (skewness < -0.5 and >0.5, respectively). Four groups exhibited a left-skewed tail indicating low levels of such bacteria in some subjects. The 16 right-skewed types indicated notably high levels of these bacteria in some subjects. The 6 bimodal groups exhibited abundance profiles with two distinct states. To avoid potential biases from different DNA extraction methods, this categorization into abundance types was based on 401 unique subjects processed with the Repeated Bead Beating (RBB), a mechanical cell disruption method for DNA extraction that has been shown to be superior to alternatives in terms of DNA extraction efficiency 28 .
Bimodality detection with potential analysis
We screened the 130 genus-like groups targeted by the HITChip microarray for significance of bimodal abundance patterns across 1006 western adults using potential analysis 14 . This distribution-free approach is based on nonlinear dynamical systems theory, and was recently introduced to study analogous state shifts in climatology and 8 forest ecosystems [13] [14] . It is particularly suited for state identification in noisy dynamical systems.
We assume an underlying stochastic system that has a potential function of the form
where U(z) is the potential function, z is the state variable (in our case the microbe logabundance),  is the noise level and dW is a noise term (Wiener process). The minima of the potential function correspond to stable states of the dynamical system. The corresponding Fokker-Planck equation connects the potential of this model to the probability density of the state variable z. The potential U given by:
where p d is the empirically estimated probability density function of z. As our primary interest is in qualitative analysis of the potential function shape, we scaled the potential to the noise level (U/σ 2 ) 13 . We estimated the probability density with the R density function with Gaussian kernels and automated kernel width adjustment with the standard nrd method (R stats package) 13 , giving the bandwidth h=1.06 s/n 1/5 , where s is the standard deviation of the data points and n is the sample size. We adjusted this bandwidth with a factor of 0.8 to achieve more sensitive detection of multimodality. We estimated the local minima and maxima numerically and reduced spurious findings by requiring that the difference between local minima and the closest maxima was larger than a threshold value 13 (0.001 in our analysis) with a minimum density of 0.05. The number of local minima quantified the bi-or multimodality. We assessed state robustness by bootstrap analysis, where various subsets are selected from the original data by random sampling with replacement. This highlights the bacterial groups where bimodality is robust to variations induced by sampling. We repeated the analysis with 100 data sets obtained by bootstrapping, and selected the taxonomic groups that exhibited multimodal patterns in ≥80% of the cases. The evidence was the strongest for two (rather than three or more) alternative states in all multimodal groups. We determined the tipping point between the two states in these bimodal groups as the average over the corresponding bootstrap samples. We have implemented the potential analysis methodology of Livina et al. 14 28 . This can potentially affect the abundance estimates in a taxon-specific manner. To further control for this potential source of bias, we confirmed the bimodality in the subset of 401 samples with the RBB DNA extraction (see above). Without this extra verification, we observed bimodal patterns also in bifidobacteria and ruminococci that thus appear to be confounded by different extraction methods, highlighting the necessity to take DNA extraction method into account in meta-analyses that integrate data across independent studies 28 .
Moreover, clostridia, Uncultured Mollicutes, and relatives of Clostridium colinum and
Clostridium difficile showed indication of bimodality in the RBB subset, but we could not confirm the bimodality for these groups in the overall data collection. Finally, we verified the bimodality with the Prediction Strength index (PSI with M=20 random splits into training and test sets; fpc R package) based on the partition around medoids (PAM) clustering with Euclidean distance. While this combination was recently recommended to identify distinct community types 10 , we applied it to assess bimodality in the individual bacterial groups. Also this approach supported our findings by providing strong evidence of bimodality (PSI>0.90) for all bimodal groups detected by potential analysis (Dialister spp., UCI, UCII, and relatives of P. oralis and P.melaninogenica), except B.fragilis which had moderate support (PSI>0.80) for bimodality.
We investigated in detail the six above-mentioned bimodal groups whose bimodality was consistently supported by all analyses. The high-abundance state was the least frequent for the P.oralis and P.melaninogenica groups (19% and 20% of the subjects, respectively) and Dialister spp. (28%), while UCI (53%), UCII (57%), and the B.fragilis group (75%) were more often at the high-abundance state. The high-abundance Prevotella group had the most notable effect on the overall microbiota composition; using the total HITChip signal as a proxy for relative abundance, the high-abundance P.melaninogenica and P.oralis groups had an average relative abundance of 39.6% and 6.3%, respectively. This suggests that high-abundance Prevotella has a dominating role in intestinal microbiota. The other bimodal groups had more moderate effects on the overall composition, with a relative abundance of <2% on average. We also observed a substantial overlap between B.fragilis and Prevotella, with no significant differences in B.fragilis abundance between the low-and high-abundance Prevotella subjects (t-test; p>0.05 and foldchange <10%; see also determine the optimal cluster number as this combination was earlier shown to have a good overall performance 10 . This revealed in our data two community-level alternative states, roughly corresponding to low and high Prevotella (relatives of P.melaninogenica and P.oralis).
Cross-hybridization control Cross-hybridization may cause bias in microarray analyses. We controlled this based on pre-calculated cross-alignment tables between the taxonomic groups targeted by HITChip. Cross-hybridization was negligible (<10%) between the bimodal groups and other taxa. B.fragilis, targeted by 40 probes, was an exception having 43% of shared probes with B.ovatus et rel. Since this could potentially contribute to the bimodality of the B.fragilis abundance distribution, we investigated the 16 probes that were specific for the B.fragilis group.
Bimodal abundance patterns were detected in 25% of the unique probes, suggesting that this group may contain both bimodal and smoothly varying higher-level phylotypes. The highly correlated P.oralis and P.melaninogenica groups had 13-26% of shared probes. The correlation 11 between these two groups remained high (r=0.81) after excluding the shared probes, however, confirming positive association.
Associations with the host parameters While the increased sample size obtained by combining data from multiple studies can improve statistical power, the potentially unbalanced distribution of host parameters across studies makes it potentially more difficult to distinguish between effects from the different sources. Hence, we quantified these associations by using subject metadata (age, body-mass index, sex, nationality) and DNA extraction method as fixed effects in multiple logistic regression to predict the state of the corresponding bacteria in each subject. The significance of each host parameter was estimated by comparing the models with and without the corresponding parameter in predicting the state (the glm function in the R stats package).
Missing annotations were omitted, and the false discovery rate was estimated to correct for multiple testing based on the Benjamini-Hochberg method using the p.adjust function (R stats package). We considered the associations with FDR<5% significant. Stability analysis To investigate the temporal stability of the observed alternative states, we analyzed 78 subjects with additional follow-up data. The temporal range of the follow-up observations varied between one week and 36 months; most (95%) time points were within 1-9 months from the baseline. The overall temporal variability of bacterial abundance is illustrated for each bimodal group in Supplementary Fig. 2 . We recorded the time from the baseline time point to the first observed state shift, and estimated the state shift frequencies as a function of time based on Kaplan-Meier survival analysis. The stability of each state, quantified by the fraction of subjects staying in the original state during the study interval, reflected the state frequencies in the overall data collection of 1006 subjects ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). All bimodal groups except B.fragilis appear more stable than expected based on empirical distributions derived from the data. The two Prevotellas mix less and are hence more stable than any other group, followed by UCI (less mixing than in 93% of the comparison groups), Dialister (83%) and UCII (78%). The relatively unstable B.fragilis group is an exception (35%). To control for potential effects of dietary intervention, affecting 28% of the samples in our follow-up data, we investigated differences between the intervention and other subjects in the bimodal groups. We did not observe significant differences between these two groups, except for UCI and UCII (ttest; p <0.05). This suggests that the analysis of the 78 subjects for short-term temporal stability of UCI and UCII may be affected by dietary intervention in our data, in line with the observation 13 that the state shift frequencies in all bimodal groups except UCI and UCII approximately follow their stable state equilibrium ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ).
Species-level abundance distributions for the bimodal groups
Our analysis is based on genuslevel classification. More refined differences between closely related bacteria may exist at the phylotype level. The species-level phylotypes exhibited differences in their bimodality patterns.
The most strikingly bimodal bacteria were uncultured phylotypes, as in the case of P.melaninogenica and P.oralis groups, where the type species were detected only at low abundance, but the related uncultured bacteria exhibited strongly bimodal distributions. We Table 3 ). Uncultured bacterium clones Eldhufec 308 and Eldhufec312, showed clear bimodal abundance distribution. Similar abundance distribution pattern characterized also the phylotypes within the UCII group, which could not be identified further down than order Clostridiales.
